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Agenda

1. Housekeeping
2. Introduction
3. Common Findings
4. Questions
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Housekeeping

Exit social media and instant messaging apps.

Please silence or turn off cell phones.
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Who are CAHI and CGI?
California Affordable Housing Initiatives, Inc. ("CAHI") was formed as an 
instrumentality of the Oakland Housing Authority to enhance, preserve, 
develop and administer housing for HUD-defined low and moderate income 
families and individuals in California. 

The primary purpose of CAHI is to administer Section 8 contracts within the 
State of California on behalf of HUD. 

CAHI has CGI as its business-processing partner to perform many of the 
processing activities required under the Annual Contributions Contract 
(ACC). CGI is an IT and business process outsourcing company.  

CGI Federal's HCP sector, working with its partners in Northern California, 
Ohio, New York, Florida, US Virgin Islands and Washington D.C. is currently 
the largest HUD contractor for Section 8 Performance Based Contract 
Administration, processing over $1.8 Billion of housing assistance payments 
for over 250,000 units annually.
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http://www.oakha.org/
http://www.cgi.com/


Since 2004…

Charles Young, State Manager

Paul Rabuy, Local Services Manager

LeeAnn Farner, Contract Administrator
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Common Findings



Common Findings (Conditions)

A finding is a deficiency or error noted in the property’s statutory, 
regulatory, and/or administrative operation during the Management and 
Occupancy review.

HUD tracks findings in four categories:
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• Calculation 
Findings

• Eligibility 
Findings

• Reporting 
Findings

• Timing Findings



Calculation & Eligibility Findings
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Calculation and Eligibility Findings

Calculation findings are drawn when an error causes a difference in Total 
Tenant Payment(s)
 Commonly, these findings are reported under section E22 of HUD 

9834

Eligibility findings are drawn as a result of missing or erroneous 
documents involving eligibility status of tenants
 Commonly, these findings are reported under section E14, E22, and 

G25 of the HUD 9834
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Most Common Calculation Findings

1. Third party verifications for income, eligible expenses, and/or assets 
were not attempted/used or do not match 50059 entries

2. Value of annuities, stocks, bonds, CDs, properties, and/or assets 
disposed of were miscalculated in the 50059s.

3. Gross social security income or wages were not utilized to calculate 
total income

4. $400 elderly/disabled deduction was given to an ineligible tenant
5. $400 elderly/disabled deduction was not given to an eligible tenant
6. Ineligible medical expenses were counted on HUD 50059 (4350.3 Ex 5-3)

7. Income from assets were calculated incorrectly
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https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43503E5-3HSGH.PDF


Is Third Party Income Verification Needed?
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Acceptable Verification Methods
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Proactive Mitigation of Calculation Findings
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Most Common Eligibility Findings

1. HUD 9887/9887A was not completed by all adult household 
members; out-of-date addresses for CAHI & HUD

2. Screenings were not conducted timely or with written consent from 
the applicants/tenants

3. Social security number verification was missing
4. Age verification was missing
5. Ineligible tenant was admitted to the property
6. Owners Notice #1, Tenant citizenship declaration, Race/Ethnicity 

Form/ HUD 92006 incomplete or missing
7. Applications not updated with the required questions (“All states lived 

in” and “Sex Offender”
8. Lack of criminal/sex offender screening (HUD 2002-22)
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Proactive Mitigation of Eligibility Findings
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Ensure that all required consents are 
obtained prior to conducting screenings 

and/or third party verifications. 

And/or

If a permanent document is missing from the 
tenant file,  your reviewer may ask you to 

provide confirmation/evidence that a copy of 
the document was retrieved and placed in file.

And/or

Management is required to obtain 
verification of Social Security number. 



Reporting & Timing Findings
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Reporting and Timing Findings

Reporting findings are generally written when the information in the file is 
conflicting with the data reported on the 50059(s)
 Commonly, Reporting findings are reported under Section E22 and C6 

of the HUD 9834

Timing findings are a result of errors in the effective dates and time 
recording
 Commonly, Timing findings are reported under Section E22 of the 

HUD 9834
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Most Common Reporting Findings

1. Social security number(s), birth date(s), security deposit amount, or 
name(s) were inaccurately reported on the 50059

2. Adjustments to the 50059 were not in the file (GR, IR, etc.)
3. Move-in, recertification, corrections, and interim HUD 50059s were 

missing signatures and dates of signatures
4. Lease changes without documented HUD approval
5. Owner and Family summaries not updated with a change in 

household composition
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Most Common Timing Findings

1. Tenants and/or owner/agent signed the 50059s after the effective 
date of the 50059, not signed at all or not even in file

2. Inaccurate certification or recertification date was reported on the 
50059

3. Move-in/move-out date incorrectly vouchered
4. Move-in inspections were conducted after the move-in date
5. Annual inspections not being completed; inspection forms are 

incomplete 
6. Lack of initial*, first, second, third reminder notices for recertification

*Tenant must sign it!
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Proactive Mitigation of Reporting & Timing 
Findings
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Other Common Findings
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Other Common Findings

Keep in mind that there are many findings that do 
not fall under the four categories of Calculation, 
Eligibility, Reporting, and Timing.
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Other Common Findings
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Tenant Selection Plan/AFHMP

Waiting List

EIV

REAC



Most Common TSP Finding

1. Not property specific
2. The tenant selection plan (TSP) does not include all of the required 

criteria as per HUD Handbook 4350.3
3. The tenant selection plan contains policies that are not in compliance 

with HUD requirements
4. VAWA Protections –
 Must be included in the TSP
 Must include the guidance found in 4350.3 Chapter 4, 4-4 C. 9. 

and the new requirements found in the Final Rule that extends 
protections to applicants as well as tenants.

 Beginning on June 14, 2017, the TSP must also include the 
property’s Emergency Transfer Plan.
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Make sure to reference HUD Handbook 4350.3, Figure 4-2 for Written 
Tenant Selection Plan Topics (Required and Recommended)



The TSP/application does not make exception to the 
SSN requirements at the time of MI for children under 
age six. 

24 CFR § 5.216 (3): “If a child under the age of 6 years was added to the 
assistance applicant household within the 6-month period prior to the 
household's date of, the assistance applicant may become a participant, so 
long as the documentation required in paragraph (g)(1) of this section is 
provided to the processing entity within 90 calendar days from the date of 
admission into the program. The processing entity must grant an extension 
of one additional 90-day period if the processing entity determines that, in its 
discretion, the assistance applicant's failure to comply was due to 
circumstances that could not reasonably have been foreseen and were 
outside the control of the assistance applicant. If the applicant family fails to 
produce the documentation required in paragraph (g)(1) of this section within 
the required time period, the processing entity must follow the provisions of 
§ 5.218.”



Proactive Mitigation of TSP Findings
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Most Common AFHMP Findings

1. Property doesn’t have one
2. Property has a very old AFHMP with no documentation of 

review/updates every five years
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Most Common Wait List Findings

1. The waiting list does not include all the HUD required elements as 
stated in the HUD Handbook 4350.3

2. The waiting list is not auditable.
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Make sure to reference HUD Handbook 4350.3, 
Chapter 4 for all guidance relative to 
maintaining a waiting list and selecting 
applicants from the waiting list



Proactive Mitigation of Wait List Findings
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Most Common EIV Findings

1. Existing tenant search or 90 days (after MI) income report not run 
and/or not retained in tenant files

2. EIV policies are incomplete and do not include all of the required 
information

3. EIV reports are not being run in accordance with the HUD rules or 
are not being run consistently with the property's P&P.  No Master 
File.

4. No follow up documentation for reported EIV issues
5. Initial and Current CAAF and UAAF for EIV users are not available 

upon request
6. No EIV follow up on new hires report.
7. Zero Income procedures not followed
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Make sure to reference HUD Handbook 4350.3, 
Exhibit 9-5 for a complete list and use of EIV reports

HUD SF Zero Income policy



Most Common EIV Findings – Master Files
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Most Common EIV Findings – Tenant Files
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* If the Existing Tenant Search Report was run for an applicant who did not move into the 
project (due to rejection or some other reason), this report must be retained in the applicant 
file for at least 3 years.
**  If your Policies and Procedures (P&P) require the No Income Reports to be printed, they 
must be stored in the respective tenant file. However, HUD does not require data retention for 
these reports
***  If a discrepancy is generated for a specific household on the project-wide New Hires or 
Multiple Subsidy Report, these Detail Reports must be retained in the corresponding tenant 
file along with any supporting documentation for the resolution of the discrepancy. (If “New 
Hires Report” or "Multiple Subsidy Report" are underlined, this shows that there is an active 
link; the detail report can be accessed by clicking on that link.)

What report, when, where??

HUD Notice 2013-06 Attachment 6!

ahill
Typewritten Text
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Text Box



Proactive Mitigation of EIV Findings
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REAC Follow up

Non-EHS and EHS items from most recent REAC report not mitigated
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Questions?
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Appendix
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return
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return

4350.3 Chap 4, 4-12
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return
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